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Abstract 

Professional occupations have often been 
associated with an active role in maintaining 
status quo relationships in society and with 
working toward the legitimation of such ele
ments as status, relations of production and 
forms of government. An intriguing question 
lies in examining the activity of professionals 
when the social structure suddenly becomes 
more open, change is possible and there is op
portunity for transformation in social relations. 
When professionals act as agents of existing 
social structure or do they become agents of 
change? This paper examines the role profes
sionals play in crisis situations vis a vis creating 
alternatives to the traditional capitalist organi
zation of production. The professionals' role is 
considered as it involves consuItation with 
clients who when faced with economic crises 
and significant organizational decisions begin 
to explore alternative firm structures and prac
tices. In this case, workers facing closure of 
their work organizations con si der worker 
ownership in order to save their jobs. After 
reviewing research on professionals' relation
ship with the State and elite social classes as 
weU as studies of professional relations with 
clients, the paper sketches the theoretical mod
els of Habermas and Foucault to describe pro
fessional activity with respect to communica-
ti on and interaction with client groups. Cases 
are presented as examples of professional ac
tivity in the face of critical opportunities to 
transform social structures, and discus sion 
centers upon the creation of categories legiti-
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mating actions and structures under changing 
conditions. 

Professionals and existing social relations 

A wide range of professions have been exam
ined with respect to their reinforcement of ex
isting social structures particularly regarding 
the legitimation and reinforcement of relation
ships. For example, academics in the middle 
ages engaged in mutually supportive relation
ships with public authorities of emerging cities 
(Le Goff, 1980). Accountants act as gate
keepers of capitalist ideology and legitimating 
agents of existing socio-economic arrange
ments (Montagna, 1986). Accounting systems 
have grown hand in hand with capitalism. 
Capital, as a distinct category, did not exist 
before the double entry bookkeeping system 
came into being (Som bart in Carruthers and 
Espeland, 1991). American lawyers maintain 
close relations with political and economic 
elites (Haber, 1991; Heinz and Laumann, 1978). 
The rapid expansion in law firms' size has been 
explained by growing interdependence between 
lawyers and large corporate clients (Galanter 
and Palay, 1991; Waters, 1992). 

Christopher Lasch elaborates these issues in 
his Culture of Narcisism (1979) in arguing: 
' . . . the way in which professionals construe and 
discharge their responsibilities naturally re
flects the social surroundings in which they op
erate'. 

He continues later (1979:394): 'The new pro
fessionals share so many characteristics with 
the managers of industry, that the professional 
elite must be regarded not as an independent 
class but as a branch of modern management'. 

Lasch ultimate1y asserts that escape from the 
dominance of professional knowledge and sta
tus can only come with the assertion of con trol 
by client groups (1979). 

This literature on the relations between pro
fessionals and the existing social order leads to 
the general proposition th at because profes
sionals have mutually supportive relations with 
the established social structure, alternatives to 
the existing structures appear as a threat. So 
long as we assume a unified view within a pro-
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fession , a more specific proposition seem war
ranted: (I) professionals hold a conservative 
role, supporting the existing order, when inter
acting with clients in crisis situations. 

The limiting condition on proposition I is 
that professions are not monolithic both be
cause of differences in the clients served, and 
because there are of ten competing paradigms 
guiding the evaluation and use of available 
techniques, knowledge and practices. Each 
profession is fragmented or stratified by inter
est groups (with respect to engineers see Lay
ton, 1976; accountants see Montagna, 1986; 
lawyers see Abbott, 1988). 

As Heinz and Laumann (1978) and Abbott 
(1988) pointed out, the stratification oflawyers 
is based on the different clientele the profes
sionals serve. Montagna (1986) identified two 
competing paradigms within accounting; the 
dominant is labeled the private value paradigm, 
and the second, the social value paradigm. The 
latter also contains a radical subgroup holding 
- the 'political economy' theory. This position 
identifies its clients differently from the private 
value and the social value views. While both 
private value and social value use utilitarian 
rationality, and are characterized as positivist 
in quantifying human behavior, the radical po
litical theory gives attention to social interac
tion in evaluating usage of resources. Radical 
accountants, according to Montagna, are more 
likely to support workers participation move
ments than accountants from the private value 
school of thought. A professional's role in a 
crisis situation would depend on the paradigm 
to which he subscribes. 

The existence of differentiation among pro
fessional practitioners leads to a second propo
sition modifying proposition 1. (2) The manner 
in which professionals apply their techniques, 
knowledge and practices will vary based on 
ideological paradigm differences among prac
titioners within a field. This proposition means 
th at professionals with a practice paradigm 
valuing change or opposition to established so
cial relations may use their knowledge to help 
transform social relations under some condi
tions rather than reinforce them. 

Professional-client relations 

The literature on professions deals extensively 
with professional-client relations. Forsyth and 
Danisiewicz (1985) divided the early writings 
on professionalism into two schools ofthought, 
process (see Wilensky, 1964) and trait (see 
Goode, 1969). These schol ars within these ap
proaches acknowledge the authority held by 
professionals over clients, but do not emphasize 
its negative implications. 

An alternative or power approach emerged 
in the 1970's (Forsyth and Danisiewicz, 1985). 
Writers within this school of thought question 
the legitimacy ofthe power exercised by pro
fessionals over their clients (Johnson, 1972; 
Freidson, 1970; Friedson, 1973). Power oriented 
schol ars emphasize the control mechanisms 
professionals hold over their relations with 
clients (Friedson, 1973; Stern and Becker, 1973; 
Montagna, 1986). 

These scholars offer two models of profes
sional-client relations, a non-expressive model 
and an expressive one. The first is best articu
lated in the work of Foucault (1976). For him, 
the professional discourse is the structure 
through which knowledge is transformed into 
power, and power in turn generates new pro
fessional knowiedge. A discourse, claims Fou
cault (1976), has gatekeepers, legitimate sub
jects, authorized participants and rules of 
expression. The mentally-ill are the subjects, or 
clients, of the psychiatric discourse. As clients, 
mentally ill individuals are not legitimate parti
cipants in the professional discourse, and have 
no way of expressing their needs without 
adapting a terminology that is used to classify 
them as sick (Foucault, 1976). Moreover, the 
professionals themselves are subjects of the 
discourse, and must obey its rules. 

The second model within the power ap
proach is the expressive model. This model is 
best articulated in the concepts of 'communi
cative action.I (Habermas, 1970; Habermas, 
1975). The expressive model suggests that under 
special conditions, power can be drawn out of 

1 For an Example of an implementation of Habermas's 

theoryon relations between professionals and clients, see 

Forester, 1989. 
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the discourse. Habermas defined ideology as 
distorted communication, thus paving the way 
to ideal type concepts such as the creation of a 
'democratie dialogue' (Gustavsen, 1992). Ac
cording to the expressive model, c1ients can re
sist the power exercised by professionals. For 
example, the student revolt of the 1960's has 
been characterized as action at least partially 
taken against the professional dominanee of 
academies (Wenger, 1976). 

Habermas and Foucault's 'ideal type' mod
els, could be described as standing at opposing 
ends of a continuum. Stern and Becker (1973) 
offered a possible description of the continuum 
by arguing that, 'Any occupation which allows 
its c1ient to impose his own judgements rather 
than to insist th at the practitioner decide the 
c1ient's needs will be unable to maintain the 
structural and attitudinal criteria of a profes
sion'. 

The location of aspecific profession on this 
continuum is determined by the degree to 
which it controls its discourse with its clients. In 
this way, the psychiatrie discourse is an extreme 
example of full con trol held by a professional 
group over its c1ients2

. In other cases, such as 
that of organizational consultants, the con trol 
over the discourse is very Iimited (Becker and 
Stern, 1973). Professional consultants attempt 
to structure their interaction with c1ients in 
ways which will permit them to con trol the 
process and successfully close the consuIting 
transaction. Successful closure implies not only 
con trol over the diagnosis but the ability to re
commend solutions without being held respon
sible for implementation failures. 

Professional groups can lose their full con trol 
over their discourse with c1ients and thus move 
towards the expressive model on the conti
nuum. A good example is the case of lawyers, 
in which, 'The authority of professionals in re
lationships with c1ients has been undermined 
by weakening of previous sourees oflegitimacy. 
The narrowing of the competence gap and the 
routinization of knowledge have placed limits 

2 To learn more about the fundamentally different mode Is 
ans level's of analysis Foucault and Habermas offer, see their 

analysis ofthe psychiatrie discouree (Foucault, 1976 and 
Habermas, 1970). 
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on claims to superior expertise' (Rothman, 
1984). 

We might conceptualize the problem in 
terms of Habermas' idea (1984) ofthe ideal 
speech act which he also calls the discourse. 
The ideal communication contains validity 
claims by the parties which include four char
acteristics: truthfulness, legitimacy, sincerity 
(1984) and comprehensibility (1975). That is, 
each participant claims her communication 
states something which is true, in the appropri
ate context, is really meant and is ordinarily 
c1ear and coherent (Forester, 1983). In the 
democratie dialogue each party can adequately 
check or evaluate the claims of the other. 

An example of the difficulty in escaping dis
torted communication lies in the manner pro
fessionals interpret and define a situation based 
on c1ient descriptions or professional assess
ment and then translate that problem into 
something other than plain language. 
McKnight's critique ( 1977) of professional be
havior argues that the language of modernized 
professional services mystifies both problem 
and solution so that citizen evaluation becomes 
impossible. The only people 'competent' to de
cide whether the servicing process has any 
merit are professional peers, each affirming the 
basic assumptions of the other. The client is 
unable to check the validity of the consultant's 
claims without the assistance of another pro
fessional, perhaps one with a different para
digm for thinking about professional practice 
or by becoming technically expert in the pro
fessional's area. 

These Iiteratures suggest th at professionals 
will attempt to be responsive to c1ient requests 
and work to facilitate their interests. However, 
they will do so as they interpret the c1ients 
needs in terms and with practices which are fa
miliar to their profession. In the empirical de
scriptions which foIlow, professionals were 
hired by workers. The Iiterature on c1ients-pro
fessional relations lead us to a third hypothesis: 
(3) The c10ser a profession comes to an expres
sive model of professional-c1ient relations, the 
more the practitioner will adapt to new c1ients, 
facilitate c1ients requests, and thus become 
change agents. Lawyers are seen as coming 
c10ser to the expressive form of relations with 
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clients than are accountants. The limiting con
dition here however, is th at the professionals 
will be bound by their existing knowledge and 
practice. Thus, they may, even unconsciously, 
provide advice which reinforces existing social 
relations. Some condition must change, per
haps through social invention (Whyte, 1982) to 
facilitate the creation of new forms of organi
zation structure. 

The cases which follow provide data about 
the interaction between professionals and 
workers who hire them as consultants. We have 
suggested three operational hypotheses stem
ming from a general proposition based on ex
isting literature. The first hypothesis argued 
that lawyers and accountants would resist 
workers attempts to gain con trol over their 
work places because of their close relations 
with the establishment. The second argued th at 
a professional, such as an accountant, would 
act according to the paradigm to which she be
longs within a profession. Third, a profession 
such as lawyers, that loses some con trol over 
the discourse with clients, and holds an expres
sive model of relations with clients as aresuIt, 
would adapt to the new clientele and thus facil
itate its request. 

Worker ownership-worker control and third 
party consultants 

Cases of worker ownership began to reemerge 
in the u . s . in the mid 1970's as a result of the 
economie decline of firms. Threats of closure, 
particularly for subsidiaries of conglomerate 
organizations captured newspaper headlines as 
workers and communities made decisions to 
attempt to purchase threatened factories to 
avoid local economie catastrophes. Though 
these cases ultimately represented only I % of 
the worker ownership cases in the u .s . (Blasi , 
1988) they were highly significant first for being 
the forerunners of a larger scale movement to
ward worker stock ownership and second for 
raising the opportunity to transform traditional 
management controlled firms to worker con
trolled ones. However, the vast majority of 
these cases ultimately looked much like con
ventional firms with the singular difference th at 

substantial proportions of stock were held by 
employees. Further, the first generation of 
these cases were structured to produce far low
er levels ofworker participation in decision
making then were later cases. 

When facing severe economie threats while 
possessing very limited knowledge of the fi
nancial mechanisms needed to purchase a firm, 
worker groups often turned for help to outside 
professionals, particularly lawyers and accoun
tants who served as consultants, occasionally 
without charge (Stern and Hammer, 1978). Cli
ent groups consisted of workers and managers 
who presented two fundamental goals to con
sultants. The first was to save employee jobs by 
purchasing the factory and keeping it open. The 
second was to provide greater levels of worker 
(owner) input into decision-making as workers 
had not only been excluded from decision
making but also held images of owners as deci
sion makers. Such images proved to be un
realistic particularly with regard to worker 
competence in making managerial decisions, 
but were strongly held while only weakly 
articulated in the earliest cases. 

Consultants who joined these purchase ef
forts often had experience with corporate fi
nancing, formulated proposals to potential 
funders or held connections to those with fi
nancing experience and resources. They had 
little or no experience with forms of worker 
ownership and even less familiarity with cor
porate forms associated with high levels of 
worker contro!. Further, the idea of worker 
con trol seemed to question the conventional 
political organization of firms. For example, 
uni on officers and consuIting lawyers from a 
threatened International Paper Co. plant trav
eled to Cornell University to receive advice 
from academies on the issues surrounding buy
outs and worker con trol over decisions. After 
some time in a large group meeting discussing 
the importance of employee control and parti
cipation in decision-making, the group's lawyer 
turned on one of the senior academies and 
shouted, 'We're here to save jobs. What your 
suggesting is socialism or communism.' The 
suggestion of worker con trol was dismissed 
with an emotional and ideologieallabel. 

Most consultants lacked tools to structure 
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worker con trol into the new firm in currently 
institutionally acceptable ways. They acted pri
marily on the task they understood, first defin
ing the problem as organizing the financial ar
rangements, and second structuring the 
organization in ways which they believed would 
make lenders more likely to provide capita!. 
Solutions often relied upon hiring financial 
consultants to evaluate the corporation and 
statements to assure the continua ti on of com
petent management. The cases examined sug
gest th at by concentrating on saving jobs 
through legitimated organization structures, 
the control question was pushed aside until the 
capital was secured. On ce funding was in place, 
structures which permitted worker con trol or 
even innovative forms of participation were 
either precluded by previous decisions or came 
to be ignored by reemployed workers enthu
siastic at having overcome the odds and pur
chased their company. 

The following descriptions illustrate th at the 
initial cases were characterized by great uncer
tainty about how to proceed. Neither the em
ployees nor the consultants had developed 
competence to deal with the idea of worker 
participation embedded in the idea ofworker 
ownership. Those consultants who participated 
in the earliest cases were frequently engaged in 
other cases which followed and often tried to 
duplicate previous strategies. The result was a 
reasonable success rate in completing firm pur
chases and very little success at establishing 
structures for worker owner participation in 
decisions, let alo ne contro!. 

The first generation: Buyouts, consultants and 
firm con trol structures 

Though the legal mechanism of tax advantage 
Employee Stock Ownership Plans was estab
lished by 1974, the first real instances ofits use 
in employee buyouts we re not until three years 
later. In 1977, Cornell researchers followed a 
news report to Herkimer, New York where a li
brary furniture factory had been purchased by 
a combination of worker, community, govern
ment and bank financing. In exchange for 
documents and interview material on the entire 
process, the academic research ers ag reed to 
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take calls from other groups seeking help in 
community/employee firm bUyOltS. Thus, the 
academic researchers became information con
duits and in effect consultants in order to carry 
out research on the newly emerging phenom
ena. In th is particular case, there were no initial 
concerns with creating structures ofworker 
control, but executives instituted conventional 
mechanisms such as suggestion boxes. Union 
officials did not articulate demands for partici
pation in decision-making but expressed the 
expectation th at now that they we re owners, 
managers would have to listen to them. 

The accountant used to establish financial 
structure in this case was soon involved in an
other buyout case. He was retained as a con
sultant by 0 . .. the president of wh at would 
become Saratoga Knitting Mill. When 0 . .. set 
up an open door policy to permit worker parti
cipation, he simultaneously told employees th at 
the accountant, Mr. K .. . made it clear that 
there would have to be a conventional hier
archical management structure in order to give 
confidence to bankers and assure the lending of 
needed capita!. D ... who did not create struc
tures of participation, when presenting his suc
cessful buyout story at a university commented 
that 'the monkeys own the factory.' Other 
1970's generation cases such as South Bend 
Lathe and Okonite were created without mech
anisms of participation for worker owners. 
Only the Vermont Asbestos Mine attempted 
some form of structural change by appointing a 
uni on officer to the board of directors. How
ever, the union official was not permitted to 
communicate any information from board 
meetings to other employees if the material 
pertained to labor process or bargaining issues. 

In observing the fortunes of these companies 
to the end of the 70's, an increasing level of 
manifested conflicts became evident. We at first 
called this the end of the honeymoon period 
(Stern and Hammer, 1978); Whyte character
ized the 70's cases as having no interest in 
worker participation or control issues (1987). In 
retrospect, the academic researchers probably 
miss diagnosed the events of the time. The cli
ents (worker groups) had not had the capability 
of articulating their desire for structurally 
guaranteed forms of influence. They believed in 
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an American myth that ownership meant con
trol. Weakly stated beliefs th at worker owners 
would be listened to were easily ignored in the 
pressure cooker situations which developed 
and which demanded swift action to save 
threatened plants. The consultants addressed 
the buyout demand and were as unable as they 
were unwilling to deal with con trol issues. The 
primary rationale was th at lenders would see 
unconventional con trol structures as threats to 
firm financial stability and withhold needed 
capital. 

At the Vermont Asbestos Mine, the worker 
owners sold their shares to a local entrepre
neurs for 40 times their original investment be
cause management was seen as completely. un
responsive to wor kers as owners. Sub~ta.ntlal 
quality improvements at Saratoga Kmttmg and 
the Library Bureau soon disappeared as work
ers came to see that what they had purchased 
was their jobs and not operations level partici
pation rights. Library Bureau wor kers soon 
discovered that voting and managing stock to 
change corporate di rectors or policies was weil 
beyond their existing competence as weil as the 
knowledge of their union officials. Most dra
matic was the Wall Street Joumal headline and 
picture of South Bend Lathe workers ~icketing 
outside their plant. The story was captlOned 
'Workers Strike Against Themselves.' In that 
case, the strike was nominally over wages be
cause participation rights are not alegal man
datory subject of bargaining in the us and 
therefore not a legal basis for striking. Inter
views with workers made cJear that the funda
mental conflict was over participation in firm 
policy making and operations. The cJients were 
in cJear conflict with the organizations created 
on the advice of consultants to these first gen
eration cases. 

The rash of conflicts produced two effects. 
Worker groups seeking to buy threatened 
plants began to articulate con trol issues on an 
equal basis with the purchases them.selves. . . 
Consultants committed to establishmg partIcI
pation arrived on the scene creating ?ften in
tense conflicts with consultants holdmg the 
conventional buy first, participate later para
digm. The new consultants brought w!th them 
new social inventions - structures deslgned to 

provide guaranteed particip.ation within a 
capitalist framework of busmess. 

The second generation: To participate or not to 
participate, that is the question? 

The first generation was transformed by the 
accumulation of information in the hands of 
researchers, consultants and worker groups, 
who witnessed some success in employee buy
outs as ajob saving strategy, but convulsive 
struggles within firms following the successful 
purchase attempts. A ~ool of la~yers, accoun
tants and academics wlth expenence had de
veloped. However, the professi01~a~s b~gan to 
be divided over the status of parttclpatlOn as an 
equal or primary concern relative to financing 
versus those who held to the financing first 
perspective. The paradigm dif~erences pro-. . 
duced conflicts among profeSSIOnals and wlthm 
client groups. UltimateJy, the co~flic.t may have 
been quieted by the institutionahzatl~n. oft?e 
ESOP form of stock ownership. lts legltlmatlOn 
by the legal and accounting professions as weil 
as the us Federal government produced a 
mechanism through which employee owned 
stock could be used either as a mechanism for 
democratically structured worker influence or 
a tooi for continued management control. ESOP 

flexibility gave professional consulta~ts the 
tools to respond to cJient dema~ds ~lt?Out 
needing to invoke the threat of mstltutl?n~1 re
jection. Table I compares the charactenstlcs of 
first and second generation consultants. 

In 1980, Hammer and Stern began a study of 
firms which were attempting to place worker 
representatives on corporate boards of direc
tors. (See Hammer, Stern and Currall, 1991~. 
On arriving at the Rath Packing C~mpan~ m 
Waterloo Iowa the union vice presIdent dls
cussed the diffi~ulty he faced in convincing his 
executive board that worker con trol of the 
company was imperative to prevent the conflict 
he had read about at other worker owned firms. 
He asked th at we convince the board of the ne
cessity of establishing union control. As re
searchers on a project, not consultants, we took 
the initial position that making this advocacy. 
argument would be inappropriate for us. ~gam 
we were confronted with the issue of tradmg 
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data for services. We decided that we could give 
the executive board a research presentation on 
what had occurred at the other six or seven 
cases we had studied. Of course, the content of 
that research included the conflicts which 
erupted over the con trol issue. Two days later, 
we received a call indicating that control was 
now being given equal status with the purchase 
itself and inviting Professor Hammer to serve 
on the new board of di rectors. 

In the Hyatt-Clark Industries case, an or
ganizational psychoiogist with astrong com
mitment to worker control became a consultant 
to the union officers. He had experience in the 
Rath case and ultimately came to sit on the 
corpora te board representing the uni on. The 
new CEO ofthe firm was a lawyer who had been 
the consultant and chief architect of a success
ful employee buyout at the Okonite Company. 
Okonite was structured with completely non
voting stock and Rath was organized with 
uni on contro!. Each consultant represented a 
different perspective on how to manage a cor
poration. The CEO for example, insisted on no 
voting rights on the stock by arguing that banks 
insisted on management con trol of the firm . 
The union also had a lawyer, Mr. L who along 
with the professor of organizational psychol
ogy, came to play crucial roles in the next case 
to appear. The CEO retained the Arthur D. 
Little group to carry out the economic feas
ibility study. 

Two years later, in 1982, the Atlas Chain Co. 
buyout began. Mr. L. was retained as advisor to 
the union local though the union hired a lead
ing Philadelphia law firm to structure the buy
out. The professor of organizational psychol
ogy became an informal advisor. The union 
also hired an organization, Philadelphia Area 
Cooperative Enterprise (PACE) to structure the 
Employee Stock Ownership Plan. PACE had 
gained experience and reputation through 
work on a worker buyout of grocery stores from 
the A & P chain in Philadelphia. Arthur D. 
Little was again hired for the economic feasib
ility study. 

The assortment of consultants highlights two 
critical issues. I) The group consists largely of 
those with experience in previous cases. 2) The 
group is decidedly oriented toward worker cli-
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ent interests in structured participation. How
ever, there we re shades of difference. Mr. L the 
primary advisor held participation on equal 
footing with finance, but feit that financing had 
to be arranged first. His strategy was to solicit 
assistance from banks, political officials and 
government agencies. PACE was firmly com
mitted to a democratic participation first posi
tion. Conflicts developed within the process 
over priorities, but the tasks were divisible in 
such a way that progress could be made on all 
fronts simultaneously. The flexibility of the 
ESOP mechanism and its institutional accept
ability made the creation of democratic partici
pation no longer threatening to established 
norms, relations of production or expectations 
of resource holders. 

The ensuing history of these firms varied 
with respect to economic performance and la
bor management conflict. Many of them failed 
economically, while others have persisted in al
tered form . However, the focus of this paper, 
the activity of professionals in consultant roles 
held a prominent position on the cases. 

This subset of examples is taken to be repre
sentative of scenes repeated in other parts of 
the us with regard to employee ownership. 
Consultants tended to be called upon in multi
ple situations, experience grew and alternative 
firm structures appeared. However, even the 
democratically structured ESOPS were a far cry 
from truly transformed relations of production. 
Rather a participatory modification had taken 
place, change created and the new forms of de
mocratically controlled stock institutionalized 
within the established structure. The powerful 
constraints of social structure slowed the 
change process; professionals acting as consul
tants were probably not the primary agents of 
the only moderate change, but they acted in 
ways which greatly influenced the actions of 
worker groups. 

Conclusions: Professional praetiee and sodal 
change 

The initial argument here was th at professions 
develop within a given social structure and 
therefore reflect the existing relations of th at 
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structure in their professional practice and 
knowiedge. The Foucault position describes 
both professionals and clients as inextricably 
caught within the professional discourse, and 
leaves little room for changes in professional
client relations. But change does occur. When 
professional practice is confronted with issues 
unfamiliar to its techniques and knowledge or 
by clients who on following the professionals 
best practice advice fail to obtain their goals, 
the discourse may be opened. The Habermas 
model provides a better description of the cir
cumstance in which the professionallearns to 
deal competently with a new situation. How
ever, unlike the expressive model prediction, 
change was contingent upon an adaptation 
process within and between professional dis
courses (like law and accounting), while power 
relations between professionals and clients 
were not altered. 

The conservative bias of professional prac
tice stemming from its embeddedness in the 
social structure is evident here in the diagnosis 
and solutions proposed by consultants in the 
first generation of us employee buyout cases. 
However, professionals did not intentionally 
thwart the wishes ofworker (or worker/man
ager) client groups. Rather they defined situa
tions as weil as they were able in the context of 
the social structure within which they prac
ticed. 

Because professionals failed to address some 
client defined needs and then saw failures in 
cases in which their advice was followed, frac
tionation appeared within the community of 
practice. Practitioners with a democratic parti
cipation paradigm accumulated knowledge 
from previous cases of consuiting failure and 
developed solutions to the defined need. Some 
practitioners, particularly lawyers worked on 
developing a legal device which would resolve 
the problem in an institutionally acceptable 
way. Accountants cooperated in the develop
ment because tax incentives to establish ESOPS 

were included. Other practitioners, confronted 
those with a negative or indifferent position on 
participation . The result was a broadening of 
both professional practice and con trol struc
tures within firms. Ironically, some evidence 
exists th at the 'evil bankers' who were charac-

Table I. Characteristics of Consultants 

First Generation 

I. Financial concerns 

2. No previous knowledge 

3. No interest in participa
tion 

4. Limited professional 
ski lis and techniques 

Second Generation 

I. Financial and con trol 
issues 

2. Experience with previous 
cases 

3. Participation as require
ment 

4. Competing techniques 
within the profession 

terized as demanding conventional manage
ment structures had very litde concern about 
who controlled corporate stock (NCEO, 1985). 

The picture we have painted does not argue 
th at professionals are inherently agents ofthe 
dominant social structure but are surely prod
ucts of it. They demonstrate enormous levels of 
autonomy when they are able to make adjust
ments within their professional discourse with
out losing status and con trol relative to clients. 
In this particular case sociallearning appears 
to have taken place, followed by confrontation 
between established and more innovative ways 
of thinking. Professional practice gained the 
competence and tools it lacked at the start of 
this particular wave of buyouts. Though there 
was little movement to transform relations of 
production, there was small change within 
capitalist practice to open the door to worker 
influence in policy decisions. The greatest 
change which resulted was the development of 
the Employee Stock Ownership Plan as a 
financing and corporate restructuring tooI. The 
options available to structure employee owners 
voting rights made ESOPS appealing to a wide 
range of corporte purposes. Employee owner
ship through ESOPS has currently stabilized in 
the u .s. at approximately 10,000 firms includ
ing about 20% of publicly traded companies 
(NCEO, 1994). 
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